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Abstract

A series of low mass organic gelators (LMOGS) 1 to 6 whose chemical structures have in common an orthodialkoxyarene feature was prepared
in order to compare the shape of their fibrillar network as investigated by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments. All members
of the family exhibit a pronounced tendency to bundle formation by merging isolated fibers in extended packets of average diameter >500 Å.
Variations of the 2D packing symmetry are observed from hexagonal to square orderings with close derivatives of the reference member 2,3-
didecyloxyanthracene (DDOA). Networks in which the fraction of isolated fibers is significant enough to allow for their SANS identification are
those for 6,7-dichloro-2,3-didecyloxyanthracene (Cl2DDOA) and 2,3-dodecyloxy-9,10-anthraquinone (5). For this latter, the monodispersity of
the cross-sections (thickness = 74 Å) is remarkable and the rectangular shape (b/a ∼ 0.12) accounts for a merging mechanism into anisotropic
bundles (ribbons).
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Molecular gels are innovative materials in the field of ther-
moreversible gels. The emergent [1–6] domain of research in
soft condensed matter takes advantage of the spontaneous self-
assembling phenomenon to form giant meshes of fibers from
small molecules (MW � 1000) [7–19]. The cohesive energies
characteristic of the fibers and their nodal zones in the gel net-
works are of the order of the thermal energy accounting for the
remarkable reversibility between the sol and gel states and the
associated structures and properties involved at various scales.
Water [20] or organic liquids [1] and mixtures can be gelated
by specialist molecules part of an increasing large library. Fre-
quently, low molecular mass organic gelators (LMOGs) [21]
bear hydroxyl groups useful to develop electrostatic interac-
tions (hydrogen bonds) generating the linear assemblies. Here,
we focus on a subclass of aromatic compounds, 2,3-di-n-alk-
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oxyanthracenes (1, Scheme 1) without such hydroxyl groups
and shown [12,22–25] to gelate apolar hydrocarbons, alcohols,
nitriles, amides, etc. Despite some interesting attempts using
molecular modeling [11], the design of LMOGs remains largely
empirical due to a subtle solvent-LMOG affinity parameter and
the analysis of experimental investigations remains a privileged
approach.

The objective of the present study is to design new gela-
tors related to compounds 1 (especially DDOA) through struc-
tural modifications of the aromatic part and of the chain length
but not of the nature and number (two alkoxy groups) nor the
mutual position (ortho substituted along the molecular long
axis) of the substituents. Previous experiments have shown
that the gel-forming ability of DDOA is also present in ben-
zene derivatives [12] (but 2 is less efficient than 3) or in 2,3-
dihexadecyloxynaphthalene (4), or by replacing, in a symmet-
rical way, the “CH” groups of the middle ring (in compounds 1)
by two “C=O” (5) [24] or “N” (6) [25], respectively. The
new syntheses are conducted so as to maintain or increase
the dipole–dipole interactions. Structural consequences of these
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Scheme 1. Investigated family of aromatic gelators structurally related to 1 by modification of the cyclic skeleton in a symmetrical fashion.
molecular modifications on the supramolecular aggregates of
the gels are expected. Using the small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) technique, we report on the structural features of gels
formed with compounds 3, 4, 5, and 6 selected for their optimal
stability at ambient temperature.

2. Experimental

Melting temperatures were determined in capillary tubes
of a Buchi 510 apparatus. FTIR spectra were recorded on a
Perkin Elmer Paragon 1000 spectrophotometer. 1H and 13C
NMR spectra used a Bruker 250 AC instrument for solutions
in CDCl3 unless stated otherwise. Chemical shifts are in ppm
and J values are in Hz. Chromatography separations were per-
formed on SDS Silica Chromagel (70–210 µm). Mass spec-
tra were obtained on an AutoSpeq EQ spectrometer. Elemen-
tal analyses were performed by the Microanalytical Service,
Institut du Pin, University Bordeaux 1. Electronic absorption
spectra and transmission spectra were measured on a Hitachi
U-3300 spectrophotometer equipped with a thermo-controlled
cell (10 mm optical path-length). For TEM measurements, gels
were deposited on formvar coated copper grids in thin slices
prepared by ultracryomicrotomy. A carbon coating preceded
the examination (JEOL 2000 apparatus).

Gelation tests used the inverted test tube method [4]. The
gel-to-sol phase transition temperatures Tm (see Appendix A)
were determined using an inverted septum-capped glass tube
immersed in a thermo-controlled bath, the temperature being
raised at 2 ◦C min−1. The reported values are the average of
several measurements (reproducibility ±1 ◦C). Details of the
syntheses of 3, 5, and 6 are given in Appendix A. Alteration
of the structures developed in the gels by the isotopic composi-
tion of the systems was assumed to be inexistent considering the
variety of organic liquids that can be gelled (see Appendix A)
and the absence of previous similar observations in the class of
low-mass organogels. The gelators were purified and dried (Ap-
pendix A), deuterated ethanol and acetonitrile were high quality
grades so that the role that might be played by trace amounts of
water on the structures was assumed negligible.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements were
performed using the D11 diffractometer at the Institut Laue
Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France) [26]. Deuterated organic sol-
vents were used (Aldrich) to restrict the level of incoherent
scattering of the gels to the contribution of the gelator mole-
cules themselves. The sample–detector distances and neutron
wavelengths were adjusted to deliver a scattered wave vector
Q-range 0.002 Å−1 < Q < 0.25 Å−1 (Q = 4π/λ sin θ , λ be-
ing the neutron wavelength and θ half the scattering angle).
Standard corrections and calibration procedures have been used
to precede with the radial averaging of isotropic 2D arrays of
neutron counts collected on the detector. The level of incoher-
ent background (mainly due to the presence of H atoms of the
gelators) to be subtracted from the scattered intensity, was ad-
justed from a IQ4 versus Q plot assuming sharp interfaces
of the fibrillar aggregates. Intensities represented in all figures
are expressed in cm−1. Detailed and rigorous formalisms and
protocols concerning the use of the SANS technique for such
self-assembled systems are presented elsewhere [27] and refer-
ences cited therein.

3. Results and analysis

The electron micrograph of Fig. 1 shows that the solid-like
part of the gel network for the 4/ethanol system is made up of
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrograph showing the filamentary nature of
the gel network of 2,3-di-n-hexadecyloxynaphthalene (4) prepared in ethanol
(C = 2 × 10−2 M).

Fig. 2. Concentration normalized small-angle neutron scattering intensity ver-
sus Q for 5/d-ethanol organogels. 1 (+): C = 0.034 wt%; 2 (—): C =
0.043 wt%; 3 ("): C = 0.100 wt%. Dotted lines are guides for Q−1, Q−2,
Q−4 intensity decays.

elongated species. Under the present experimental conditions,
fiber-like or ribbon-like 1D species with a range of 200–700 nm
diameters are observed. SANS studies of the swollen gels are
used to further characterize in the nanoscale the 1D aggregates
present in the swollen gel.

3.1. 5 organogels

Fig. 2 shows a selection of concentration-normalized scat-
tering curves for gels of 5 in d-ethanol. The profiles are almost
superimposable over the whole Q-range indicating that no sig-
nificant contribution from heterogeneities or nodal zones can
be discerned as the concentration is increased [27]. As a re-
sult, the scattered intensities can be analyzed in terms of form-
Fig. 3. Concentration normalized SANS intensity versus Q for 5/d-ethanol
organogels (": C = 0.034 wt%) and in a 50:50 H/D ethanol mixture (full line:
C = 0.031 wt%). Guidelines for Q−2, Q−3, Q−4 intensity decays are shown
as straight segments. The bold arrow points to an oscillation at Q ∼ 0.116 Å−1.
Two vertical bars delineate the scattering features typical of ribbon-like struc-
tures (see the text).

factor contributions in a single particle scattering context [28].
Conversely, Fig. 3 shows that the profile and the amplitude
of the scattered intensity depend upon the isotopic composi-
tion of the solvent. The volumic contrast �ρ for 5 aggregates
varies from �ρ = −4.6397 × 1010 cm/cm3 in the fully deuter-
ated solvent to �ρ = −1.6092 × 1010 cm/cm3 in the 50/50
CH3CH2OH/CD3CD2OD mixture. The decrease of the average
amplitude of the scattering signal apparently suggests that some
aggregates or parts of aggregates in the gel have their scattering
contribution partly extinguished in the solvent mixture. The re-
maining signal has a profile different from the original one as
well as the slopes of the intensity decays at low-Q (−2 and −3
respectively for the original signal and the contrast-varied one).
These observations compel us to consider the homogeneity of
the neutron contrast of 5 aggregates in the gels. In particular,
at the Q-resolution and Q-range of the experiment, the neutron
contrast can vary along the radial dimensions of the 1D aggre-
gates. The heterogeneous profile of �ρ affects the scattering
signal through the radius of gyration of the scatterer (second
moment of �ρ),

(1)lim I (Q) = (�ρ)2 2π

Q4
S, Q → ∞,

where S is the total interface of the scatterer [28].
In this respect, a first possibility is that the fibers or a second

component in the network exhibit a structure allowing a partial
contrast matching when the isotopic composition of the solvent
is varied. In perdeuterated ethanol, the ca. −2 exponent of the
low-Q intensity decay and the flattening observed at Q → 0,
reveal that ribbon-like structures [29] form a major component
of the 5 SAFINs. The sharper decay at Q > 0.03 Å−1 and an
oscillation at Q ∼ 0.116 Å−1 (secondary maximum) charac-
terize finite and well-defined cross-sections. The evolution to
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a Q−3 decay is intriguing and might be reminiscent with the
limit at large Q-values of I (Q) as in expression (1) for large
scatterers with sharp interfaces characterized by a Q−4 decay.
The SAFIN can be modeled with a two-population system for
which the ribbon-like fibrillar component (i.e., ca. Q−2 low-Q
signature) is apparently and partially contrast-matched. Beside,
it has also to be kept in mind that systematic deviations from
Porod’s law (Q−4 decay at large Q following expression (1))
are known to be related to structural particularities of the two-
phase system [30]. A finite width of the density transition in-
duces negative deviations while density fluctuations of the two
phases induce positive fluctuations. The ideal Porod’s situation
assumes an infinitely sharp density transition from one phase
to the other and an electron density invariant within the phase
boundaries. These conditions may not be fulfilled in real ma-
terials. To illustrate, a slower decay of the asymptotic law can
be observed with materials having rough, self-similar surfaces
of dimension 2 � Ds � 3 since the intensity will vary then as
Q−(6−Ds) [31]. A second possibility to account for the effect
of deuterated ethanol is to consider that the prefactor �ρA of
the general expression (2) for the scattered intensity is consid-
erably enhanced in the H/D solvent. Indeed, the square of the
contrast is increased by a factor ca. 5.7 while the cross-section
A of the 1D nodal component amplifies also the effect for thick
bundles. The resulting signal becomes partly overwhelmed by
the interfacial scattering signature of large bundles (assuming
an identical contrast for fibers and bundles). This option rea-
sonably avoids contrast arguments of the first option that would
contradict the crystalline nature of the DDOA fibers with no
solvent inclusions as previously shown [32].

(2)I (Q) ∝ L
π

Q
�ρ2Aψc,

L being the length of the 1D species of cross-section A, ψc

being a normalized function describing the cross-sectional scat-
tering component. Three types of cross-sectional shapes of the
fibers are considered. First, long (L/2R > 10) and rigid fibers
present at a volume fraction φ in the gel system, generate a scat-
tered intensity with a cross-sectional term involving a Bessel
function J1 of the first kind as in expression:

(3)I (Q) = φR2�ρ2

2Q

[
J1(QR)

QR

]2

.

The extreme situation of aggregates with very anisotropic cross-
sections as probed by SANS (in the experimental Qmin limit) is
considered with expression (4). t is the thickness of the very flat
ribbons with 2a being the long side of the cross-sections such
that A = 2ta and π/a � Qmin.

(4)I (Q) = A
2π

Q2
(�ρ)2t2

(
sin(Qt/2)

Qt/2

)2

.

The intermediate situation of ribbons with moderately aniso-
tropic cross-sections is analyzed with expression (5) [33–35]
where a, b are respectively half the small and long sides of
the cross-sections and the cross-sectional anisometry defined
Fig. 4. SANS of a 5/d-ethanol organogel (C = 0.034 wt%). Theoretical pro-
files for: 1 (full line), cylindrical fibers (R = 40 Å) according to expression (3);
2 (dotted line), lamellar scatterers (t = 74 Å) according to expression (4);
3 is the theoretical scattering for ribbon-like fibers (full bold line, b = 37 Å,
κ = b/a = 0.12) according to expression (5).

by κ = b/a.

(5)QI(Q) ∝
π∫

0

[
2J1

(
Qa

√( 1+κ2

2

) + ( 1−κ2

2

)
cosϕ

)
Qa

√( 1+κ2

2

) + ( 1−κ2

2

)
]2

dϕ.

Fig. 4 (curves 1, 2) shows two of the simplest solutions to
analyze the experimental profile in a QI versus Q represen-
tation for organogels in perdeuterated ethanol. The theoretical
scattering curves for cylindrical fibers (Q−1 asymptotic decay
at low-Q) and lamellar aggregates (Q−2 asymptotic decay at
low-Q) have been appropriately chosen to show up a similar
oscillation at Q ∼ 0.116 Å−1. It follows that discrepancies on
the remaining Q-range of the scattering curves suggest that, on
the length scale corresponding to the Q-range investigated, the
aggregates appear more like lamellar species. Considering that
4 SAFINs in ethanol molecular gels are made up of fibrillar ag-
gregates, as shown by the TEM view of Fig. 1, it is expected that
the cross-sections of the 1D species be anisotropic (ribbon-like
fibers). Three scattering features (from low to large Q-values)
can be used as guidelines for the analysis: (i) the innermost
relative flattening of the profile (Q < 0.004 Å−1) associated
to a small bump at Q ∼ 0.011 Å−1, (ii) the power law decay
I ∼ Q−2.3 in the range 0.004 � Q � 0.03 Å−1 and (iii) the os-
cillation at Q ∼ 0.116 Å−1 preceded by a sharper decay. They
are characteristic of 1D aggregates with finite sized sections at
the origin of the mentioned sharper decay at Q ∼ 0.06 Å−1.
Fig. 4 (curve 3) reproduces these features for long fibers with
elliptical (or rectangular) sections. The well-resolved oscilla-
tion reveals the monodispersity of the thickness of the ribbon-
like fibers. The limited spatial extension of the long axis of
the sections is characterized by the kick at Q ∼ 0.004 Å−1.
The corresponding real-space distance agrees with that used
for the fit of the scattering profile (b = 37 Å). Usually, the
nodal zones are bundles where fibers are merging according to
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Fig. 5. SANS of a 5/d-ethanol organogel (C = 0.034 wt%). The scattered inten-
sity for the two structural components of the network are shown: 1, ribbon-like
aggregates with elliptical sections, κ = b/a = 0.12, a = 308 Å; 2, radially poly-
disperse cylindrical bundles, R = 450 Å; 3, 1 + 2 resulting signal.

variable topological mechanisms. Such connection modes de-
fine 3D opened pores with fibrillar boundaries that entrap the
bulk volume through interfacial capillary forces. The schematic
structural description as a two-population system, fibers and
bundles, is consistent with the global scattering profile as mod-
eled in Fig. 5. The two scattering components are represented
and the resulting intensity describes well all parts of the exper-
imental curve. The average diameter of the bundles (ca. 900 Å)
chosen for such agreement is also consistent with that found
for other members of the family of orthodialkoxyarenes (vide
infra).

The transverse dimension can also be extracted from a
ln(QαI) versus Q2 plot as shown in Fig. 6A. The best linear fit
is obtained for α = 2, as expected with ribbon-like aggregates
(no such clear situation is obtained for α = 1 typical of cylindri-
cal fibers). The size t ∼ 74.6 Å is extracted from the slope of the
specific plots (see caption, Fig. 6) and the value compares well
with that obtained from the fit of the global scattering curve.
The linear part is preceded at Q → 0 by a bump whose apex at
Q∗ ∼ 0.004 Å−1 is a manifestation of the presence of thicker
aggregates in the system according to the analysis of Fig. 5.
Fig. 6B confirms that the theoretical modeling of the compos-
ite signal (ribbons and bundles) reproduces the peak at Q∗.
A noticeable scattering difference among the series of ortho-
dialkoxyarenes LMOGs is the absence of Bragg peaks at large
Q-values in the experimental Q-range investigated. It has been
reported [1] that these peaks usually characterize the molecu-
lar ordering in the fibers and their junction zones. It follows
that molecular orderings with typical distances corresponding
to bilayered organizations (∼2 × 21 Å, see Table 1) in which
the long molecular axis lies in the cross-sectional plane are
absent in 5 organogels. The aggregation mechanism involves
more probably molecular overlaps optimizing the π–π interac-
tions. Moreover, bundles of the 5 gel network are arranged in a
way that does not increase the coherence length of the period-
(A)

(B)

Fig. 6. SANS of a 5/d-ethanol organogel (C = 0.034 wt%). Guinier plots for
ribbon-like scatterers. (A) From the straight part, the transverse dimension
t = 74 Å is extracted according to I (Q) = A(2π/Q2)(�ρ)2t2 exp−(Q2t2/

12). The low-Q bump at Q∗ is due to the presence of thick bundles (see the
text). (B) Enlargement of the ln(Q2I ) versus Q2 plot. (!) Experimental data
for C = 0.034 wt%; (—) theoretical composite signal of Fig. 5.

icities since increasing the concentration does not generate or
enhance any Bragg peak in the Q-range.

3.2. 3 organogels

The scattering curve for 3 is very different from that of
5 organogels as shown in Fig. 7. A sharp decay (Q−4.2) is
terminated by a Bragg peak at Q ∼ 0.152 Å−1. The corre-
sponding reticular distance 〈d〉 = 41.3 Å suggests that over-
lapped molecules (lmol ∼ 15 Å) are involved in the structures.
For strongly segregated, randomly interpenetrated phases, the
Q−4 decay can be theoretically described in a random two-
phase model [36]. Here, the description is only approximate
and to elucidate the origin of the non-perfect agreement,
a Porod’s analysis can be conducted in the large-Q range to-
gether with a determination of the scattering invariant INV
(INV = ∫ ∞

0 Q2I (Q)dQ = 2π2V γ (0) = (�ρ)2φ(1 − φ)2π2).
Beside, the final slope at Q → ∞ of the scattering function of
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Table 1
Summary of structural features of orthodialkoxyarenes LMOGs and their gel networks

LMOG Molecular lengths (Å) Isolated fibers Bundles

1a 25/12 No SANS observation Crystalline
DDOA 100–500 Å diameter

Hexagonal 2D symmetry
〈d〉 ∼ 63 Å

1b 26/12 Cylinders (1-octanol) R ∼ 120 Å Crystalline (1-octanol) >500 Å
Cl2DDOA Ribbons (cyclohexane) t ∼ 140 Å 〈d〉 ∼ 62 Å

Amorphous (cyclohexane)

3 24/5 No SANS observation Crystalline
1100 Å diameter
〈d〉 ∼ 41.3 Å

4 30/7 No SANS observation Crystalline
Square 2D symmetry
〈d〉 ∼ 73.3 Å

5 25/12 Ribbons Amorphous (random fusion)
2b = 74 Å, 2a ∼ 700 Å 900 Å diameter

6 26/12 No SANS observation Crystalline
900 Å diameter
〈d〉 ∼ 44.6 Å

Note. First column indicates the overall molecular length of the gelator molecules in its extended conformation while the second figure corresponds to the π segment
(between the oxygen and Z atom, see Scheme 1). 〈d〉 is the inter-reticular distance extracted from the Bragg peak(s) at Q∗ (〈d〉 = 2π/Q∗).
Fig. 7. SANS of a 3/d-acetonitrile organogel (!: C = 1.09 wt%). The arrow
points to a Bragg peak at Q ∼ 0.152 Å−1. The straight segment is a guide-
line for a Q−4 intensity decay. Full line: radially polydisperse (�R/R ∼ 0.22)

cylindrical bundle of fibers (R = 540 Å).

any type of scatterer is lim I (Q) = (�ρ)2 2π

Q4 S,S being the to-
tal interface of the aggregates. While the extraction of INV and
lim I (Q) require the use of absolute intensities, their combina-
tion in the expression S/V = π lim I (Q)Q4/INV is indepen-
dent of any structural model, contrast assumption or calibration
of the intensities. To illustrate, a gel of 3 at C = 1.09 wt% shows
an asymptotic Porod’s limit at large Q-values of lim(IQ4) =
7.45 × 10−8 cm−1 Å−4 with INV = 6.2852 × 10−5 cm−1 Å−3

from which a mean radius value R ∼ 540 Å can be extracted.
Fig. 7 shows the corresponding scattering curve for a form-
factor function of cylinders with R = 540 Å that correctly
reproduces the sharp decay. The sharpness of the Bragg peak
indicates that the coherence length over which periodicities of
overlapping molecules develop is significant as it can be in
a mechanism where fibers merge into bundles. The feature is
commonly observed in the class of low-mass organogels [4].

3.3. 4 organogels

4 organogels show a remarkable evolution of the scattering
with the gelator concentration. The low-Q decay, close to Q−4,
shown in Fig. 8, is typical of large, crystalline aggregates in
which molecular periodicities extended over long distances are
characterized by large-Q Bragg peaks. Surprisingly, the most
concentrated specimen displays a scattering level that is lower
than the dilute one despite the concentration normalization pro-
cedure. The significant turbidity of the gels shows that large
heterogeneities are present and their associated scattering is
mainly localized in the angular range limited by the radiation
beam stop of the experimental set-up. An additional remarkable
scattering feature concerns the sequence and evolution of the
Bragg peaks. At low concentration, a series of peaks at 0.0857,
0.126, 0.171 Å−1 is identified and corresponds to a 1:1.47:2
sequence. Generally [37], for a rectangular two-dimensional
symmetry, i.e., either cmm (centered phase) or pgg (primitive
phase) 2D space groups, expression (6) with either h + k = 2n

or h0 = 2n,0k = 2n rules, would define the theoretical se-
quence for a given b/a ratio.

(6)Qhk = 2π(h2a∗2 + k2b∗2)1/2.

Here, it comes that the ordering of the diffraction centers obeys
a square symmetry for which a theoretical sequence 1:

√
2:2 is
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Fig. 8. Concentration normalized SANS curves of 4/d-ethanol organogels.
(—) C = 0.396 wt%; (· · ·) C = 5.86 wt%. The straight segment is a guide-
line for a Q−4 intensity decay. Vertical arrows point to Bragg peaks in a
Q-sequence: 0.0857, 0.126, 0.171 Å−1.

expected. If the concentration is strongly increased, the second
peak at 0.123 Å−1 overwhelms the signal while the two other
peaks vanish. The observation indicates a special mechanism
for the formation of the bundle-like heterogeneities. The merg-
ing process of the fibers is chemically specific and initiated by
the presence of interfacial connection centers that favors the
growth of periodicities along determined directions: directions
perpendicular to (11) planes generate such anisometric ribbon-
like bundles in 4 SAFINs.

3.4. 6 organogels

The typical scattering profile of 6 organogels is a sharp decay
followed by a single and intense Bragg peak at Q = 0.141 Å−1

(〈d〉 ∼ 44.6 Å). The profile is not sensitive to the concentration
(Fig. 9) but the sequence of intensity levels does not follow that
of concentrations. As for system 3, it indicates that a signifi-
cant part of the scattering is hindered by the beam stop: very
large heterogeneities are part of the 6 SAFINs. The asymptotic
limit at large Q and the estimation of INV are used to extract
the average diameter of cylindrical assemblies (ca. 480±30 Å).
Beside, the theoretical scattering profile for cylindrical assem-
blies with R = 450 Å reproduces correctly the experimental
curve (Fig. 10). A limited departure similar to that observed for
3 gels confirm that the morphology is not unique in the system
and that larger aggregates co-exist.

6 can exist in protonated forms (due to the presence of N
basic sites on the phenazine moiety, see Scheme 1) in the gel
if small amounts of deuterated acid (CF3COOD) are added
in the preparations. Increasing amounts of acid are included
in the preparation of the gels at a similar concentration (C ∼
0–5–0.8 wt%, Fig. 11). The shape of the low-Q sharp decay is
slightly modified: the flattening startup at very low-Q has al-
most disappeared. Theoretical simulations of Fig. 11 indicate
that an increase of the average diameter to at least ca. 1500 Å is
Fig. 9. Concentration normalized curves of 6/d-acetonitrile organogels. 1 (· · ·):
C = 0.589 wt%; 2 (bold line): C = 0.833 wt%; 3 (—): C = 3.59 wt%. The
arrow points to a Bragg peak at Q ∼ 0.141 Å−1.

Fig. 10. SANS curve of a 6/d-acetonitrile organogel (C = 0.833 wt%). The
straight segment is a guideline for a Q−4 intensity decay. Full line: radially
polydisperse (�R/R ∼ 0.2) cylindrical bundle of fibers (R = 450 Å).

required to produce such an effect. In addition, a slight Q-shift
of the Bragg diffraction peak is observed to Q = 0.136 Å−1

(〈d〉 ∼ 46.2 Å). The packing is slightly looser and produces
larger heterogeneities.

4. Conclusion

It is interesting to compare the variety of scattering signa-
tures observed for the various orthodialkoxyarenes with those
of close derivatives. Previous scattering measurements [32]
have shown that thick bundles of crystalline fibers compose
the network of DDOA (μ0 = 1.9 D) organogels. The diameters
of the fibers were in the range 100–500 Å in the swollen gels
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Fig. 11. SANS curves for 6/d-acetonitrile organogels with deuterated per-
fluoroacetic acid CF3COOD additions. 1 ("): C6 = 0.833 wt%, Cacid = 0%;
2 (1): C6 = 0.569 wt%, Cacid = 3.41 wt%; 3 (!): C6 = 0.518 wt%,
Cacid = 17.04 wt%. Full line is the theoretical scattering for thick radially poly-
disperse (�R/R ∼ 0.2) cylindrical bundles of fibers (R = 1500 Å).

while the xerogel exhibited a hexagonal ordering with a reticu-
lar periodicity, 〈d〉 ∼ 63 Å. Molecular overlaps (〈dmol〉 ∼ 24 Å)
are most probably involved in the assemblies of the gel fibers
but also in the crystalline states from which the structures in
the gels are reminiscent. A 6,7-dichloro derivative Cl2DDOA
was also synthesized and investigated [23] for its fluorescent
properties, its higher polarity (μ0 = 3.4 D) and its ability to
form organogels. In this case, thinner fibers (R ∼ 120 Å) with
monodisperse cross-sections form the network in 1-octanol
contrasting with the situation for DDOA. In addition, the 1D
nanostructures were sensitive to the solvent type from butanol
to cyclohexane. Fibers with circular cross-sections (R ∼ 90 Å)
were transformed into tape-like fibers with a thickness t ∼
140 Å in cyclohexane. The evolution was pointing at a specific
anisotropy of the interfacial polarity of the 1D assemblies. The
structural evolution from DDOA to Cl2DDOA suggests that
the increased polarity induces electrostatic effects (due to the
separated partial positive and negative charges of the dipoles)
that partly counterbalance the long-ranged attractions between
the fibers. It appears to be a consequence of a competition be-
tween the electrostatics and excluded volume components of
the anisotropic potential energy for a semi-dilute system of
charged rod-like species [38].

The common feature of this class of organogelators is the
high fraction of thick bundles in their networks. These hetero-
geneities exhibit either a hexagonal or square symmetry (gela-
tors DDOA, Cl2DDOA or 4, respectively). The observation of
bundles in such self-assembled networks is common and has
been confirmed both with transmission electron microscopy
[39] and atomic force microscopy experiments [15,40]. Here,
the average diameter of the bundles appears to be about 500 Å
(with a very large polydispersity) despite the SANS protocol
gives access too a much broader range of values. Simple free
energy considerations suggest that minimization of the energy
Scheme 2. Schematic drawing of the different options in the bundling process
of ribbons according to the relative energy cost due to exposed edges (Ea refers
to half the thickness of the ribbon and Eb to half its long side).

cost due to the presence of exposed edges (Ea associated to the
long side, Eb associated to the short side) can favor the for-
mation of bundles that associate anisometric cross-sections of
isolated fibers to form fagots with more isotropic sections if
Ea � Eb . To illustrate, with 5 organogels, the bundling process
would involve an aggregation number n of fibers of n > 12–15
ribbons (long side 2a ∼ 700 Å) to produce bundles of aver-
age diameters 700–850 Å. A second level of aggregation of
these fagots would involve ca. 4 × 12–15 fibers for a resulting
overall diameter of the fagot of ca. 1400–1700 Å. Cartoon of
Scheme 2 illustrates the naive description. Isolated fibers with
monodisperse cross-sections can be observed with Cl2DDOA
and gelator 5. In both cases, no trivial correlation with the
dipolar character can be evoked but an evolution towards aniso-
metric cross-sections is observed with a transverse dimension
of the ribbon-like morphologies varying from t ∼ 74 Å (5)
to 140 Å (Cl2DDOA). The protonation of 6 increases signif-
icantly the size of the heterogeneities. In conclusion, despite
the structural similarities of the five LMOGs, the related self-
assembled fibrillar networks propose morphological variations
concerning the proportion, size and packing symmetry of the
bundles. The packets of bundles can be more or less densely
assembled to contribute to the crystallinity of the gels. The as-
sociated Bragg diffraction peaks present related real-space dis-
tances that are not multiple integers of the molecular lengths.
The phenomenology suggests than in the fibers, the gelator
molecules are radially shifted (or interdigitated) to maximize
the dipolar interactions (π–π ) as encountered in various unsat-
urated π -conjugated systems such as porphyrins [41]. Table 1
summarizes the structural features for the individual gelator
molecules, their isolated fibers when present in the gels and
their bundles. The consequence of the difference in the dipo-
lar moments on the structures of the aggregates is to favor the
formation of thinner and isolated fibers (comparison between
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DDOA and Cl2DDOA). When isolated fibers can be probed by
SANS (Cl2DDOA and 5 gelators) amorphous bundles can be
observed. 5 gelator can produce ribbons whose further aggre-
gation modes into bundles can be discussed in terms of inter-
facial energy cost of the exposed edges. When crystalline-like
ordering are observed in the network with high fractions of bun-
dles, the characteristic distances associated to the Bragg peak(s)
are not resulting from trivial geometrical relationships with the
(partial) molecular lengths. The situation is common for un-
saturated and conjugated π systems for which the distinction
between two segregative parts in the molecules (as in ordinary
surfactants) is more complex and involves molecular offsets and
interdigitations.

For future works, it is envisaged to examine the organogels
directly in their swollen state either by cryo-transmission elec-
tron microscopy protocols [42] or using the environmental
scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) technique [43]. ESEM
is operating at reduced pressures of solvent vapor (ca. 10 torr)
and has shown good resolution imaging (ca. 5 nm for gold-
nano-particles) as well as its interest for polymeric based cryo-
gels in the determination of the pore size and thickness in the
gel network [44]. The applicability of ESEM to organic liquids
will have to be tested as well as the level of beam damage ef-
fects (known to be enhanced by the thin liquid layer wetting the
specimen under transmission observation).
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Appendix A

1,2-dihydroxy-4,5-dibromobenzene was prepared from cat-
echol and bromine as described by van Nostrum et al. [45].
2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene was of commercial origin. 2,3-dihy-
droxyphenazine was prepared by refluxing ortho-diaminoben-
zene with 2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone in ethanol according to
Römer et al. [46]. The preparation of 1a [47], 1b [23], 2 [12],
and 5 [24] were detailed elsewhere. The dialkoxy derivatitves
were synthesized by alkylation of ortho-diphenols as described
in the following general procedure.

Ortho-diphenol (ca. 10 mmol) and potassium carbonate (2.5
molar equiv. per hydroxy group), dispersed in 2/3 of the solvent
(freshly distilled DMF) were introduced in a two-neck round
bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser and a magnetic
stirrer and warmed until complete dissolution. The alkylbro-
mide (2.25 molar equiv. per hydroxy group) dissolved in the
other part (1/3) of the solvent was quickly added dropwise and
refluxed for 12 h. After concentration under reduced pressure,
the solid was treated with water and extracted several times
with dichloromethane. The organic layers were combined, dried
(MgSO4) and then filtered. Subsequent column chromatogra-
phy on silica, eluted with a mixture of dichloromethane and
petroleum ether [v/v: 20/80 (system A) or 40/60 (system B) or
50/50 (system C)] provided the desired product. After concen-
tration, the solid residue was purified by precipitation from an
appropriate solvent medium (vide infra).

The preparation of 3, 4, and 6 has not been published so far.
The relevant elemental analyses and spectroscopic data follow,
as well as, some gel melting temperatures Tm.

4,5-Dibromo-1,2-di-n-dodecyloxybenzene (3) was obtained
as white powder (69%); mp 51 ◦C (from hexane/benzene);
Found: C, 63.88; H, 5.64. Calc. for C32H32O2Br2; C, 63.17; H,
5.30; O, 5.26; Br, 26, 25; [Solvent system A]; δH (250 MHz)
6.99 (2H, H3 H6); 4.14 (4H, t, J = 6.5 Hz, OCH2); 1.93
(4H, m, OCH2CH2); 1.39–1.30 (16H, m, CH2); 0.93 (6H, t,
J = 6.7 Hz, CH3); δC (62.9 MHz) 149.1 (C1 and C2); 118.1
(C3 and C6); 114.7 (C4 and C5); 68.7 (OCH2); 32.0 (d); 29.8
(d); 29.7 (d); 29.5 (d); 29.4 (d, 2C); 29.1 (d); 26.2 (d, 2C); 22.8
(CH2CH3); 14.2 (CH3).

Tm in acetonitrile: 37 ◦C, 7 × 10−2 M; 30 ◦C, 4 × 10−2 M;
20 ◦C, 2.5 × 10−2 M.

2,3-Di-n-hexadecyloxynaphthalene (4) was obtained as an
amorphous colorless powder (62%); mp 67 ◦C (from hexane/
dichloromethane); Found: C, 82.98; H, 11.64. Calc. for C42H72-
O2, C, 82.83; H, 11.91; O, 5.25; [Solvent system B]; δH
(250 MHz) 7.64 (2H, m, H5 H8); 7.31 (2H, m, H6 H7); 7.03
(2H, s, H1 H4); 4.12 (4H, t, J = 6.5 Hz, OCH2); 1.82 (4H, m,
OCH2CH2); 1.44 (4H, m, OCH2CH2CH2); 1.32–1.16 (48H, m,
CH2CH2CH3); 0.85 (6H, t, J = 6.7 Hz, CH3); δC (62.9 MHz)
149.7, 129.1, 126.4, 123.9, 108.0, 68.9 (OCH2); 31.7 (d); 30–
28.5 (d, nC); 26.3 (d); 25.8 (d); 22.4 (CH2CH3); 13.2 (CH3).
FAB+ m/z: 609.0 (100), 485 (55).

Tm in ethanol: 69 ◦C, 1.1 × 10−1 M; 60 ◦C, 6 × 10−2 M;
50 ◦C, 2.9×10−2 M; 32 ◦C, 2×10−2 M; 20 ◦C, 1.7×10−2 M;
also forms gels in DMF, pentanol; hydroxyethylmethylacrylate.
Not soluble in methanol, propylenecarbonate.

2,3-Di-n-decyloxyanthraquinone (5)
Tm in ethanol: 34 ◦C, 1.1 × 10−2 M; 30 ◦C, 1 × 10−2 M;

20 ◦C, 0.5 × 10−2 M.

2,3-Di-n-undecyloxyphenazine (6) was obtained as an amor-
phous solid (83%); mp 74–75 ◦C; Found: C, 78.37; H, 10.12.
Calc. for C34H52N2O2, C, 78.41; H, 10.06; N, 5.38; O, 6.14;
[Solvent system C]; δH (250 MHz) 8.13 (m, 2H, H6 H9);
7.76 (m, 2H, H7 H8); 7.35 (s, 2H, H1 H4); 4.23 (4H, t,
J = 6.5 Hz, OCH2); 1.97 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2); 1.54 (m, 4H,
OCH2CH2CH2); 1.25 (m, 28H, CH2); 0.89 (6H, t, J = 6.7 Hz,
CH3); δC (62.9 MHz) 154.8 (C2 C3); 142.3 (C4a C10a); 142.1
(C5a C9a); 129.2 (C7 C8); 129.1 (C6 C9); 105.9 (C1 C4);
69.6 (OCH2); 32.3 (CH2CH2CH3); 29.8–29.6 (t, 4C); 29.4
(t); 29.1 (OCH2CH2); 26.4 (OCH2CH2CH2); 23.1 (CH2CH3);
14.5 (CH3). FAB+ m/z: 521.3 (100), 367.1 (19), 213 (68).
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IR: (KBr pellets) 2955, 2915, 2848, 1632, 1571, 1531, 1494,
1469, 1390, 1316, 1227, 1193, 1066, 838, 753, and 593 cm−1.

Tm in acetonitrile: 42 ◦C, 2 × 10−2 M; 30 ◦C, 1.6 × 10−2 M;
20 ◦C, 1.4 × 10−2 M.
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